
Comparable Homes Are Key
to Selling for Top Dollar!

To help plan the sale of your home,
you need to know what nearby
homes have sold for. Those homes
need to be “comparable” to yours…
similar features and condition. An
appraiser will add and subtract value
to and from your house based on how
the comparable properties stack up
against yours. To get the comparable
data you need, contact me.

317-319-9012
tim@lordrealestategroup.com
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New Year’s Real Estate Consultations
If you or your friends are planning to move this year, resolve to contact
me for a real estate consultation. I’ll help you map out the steps you’ll

need to take, so you can factor those into your plans. 317-319-9012

Prices Ending in Zeros
Get Lower Offers

Don’t price your house with zeros at
the end. Studies show that buyers
perceive a precise price, such as
$281,284, as lower than rounded
ones, such as $280,000, even when
the rounded prices are actually lower.

Real-life sales show that zeros at the
end of an asking price lower the final
sold price by .73%. That may not
sound like much, but .73% of a
$280,000 home equals $2,044.

The data suggests that if you price
your home at $281,284, chances are
better that you’ll get your asking
price, while pricing at $280,000
means you’re more likely to get an
offer of $277,956.

Try this Year's Resolutions
— in Reverse —

“How did I get so thin in just 8
months?” How did I make so many
new friends this year?” “How did I
get so prosperous?” The trick is to
describe IN DETAIL what you
“did” to make it happen.

By beginning at the end, like
working a maze backwards, our
subconscious mind will naturally
pick out the right path for us,
already incorporating our own
personality quirks and processes.

Why not give it a try this year?
Grab some tools — a pad of paper
so you can think creatively by
writing and doodling — and some
private time and space for
planning. Then reframe your New
Year’s resolutions. Imagine you’ve
already succeeded, and ask
yourself, “How did I do that?”

Best wishes for a happy New Year!

I don't know about you, but I feel as
though 2020 is going to be a turn-
around year, a time of growth and
opportunity. The real estate market
is healthy. The job market is robust.
People are exploring new ways of
being in the world.

In that context, I am excited about a
New Year’s resolution idea that I
want to share with you:

Instead of making broad resolutions
about what you will do, what if you
imagine you’ve already done it?
You’ve already succeeded at your
goal. Then you can ask yourself how
you got there.

Instead of saying “I’m going to lose
20 pounds,” or “I’m going to make
more friends,” or “I’m going to start
saving more money,” imagine you
have already done it.

Then ask yourself how you did it.

Then ask yourself, “How did I get so
thin?” “How did my spouse and I



Story: The Very Definition of Determination
On Feb. 9, 1917, a seven year old boy was caught in an
accidental fire at his Kansas school. His older brother
perished from the fire and it was thought the boy would
not live either. The boy did survive, but as the terrible
fire had devastated the lower half of his body, the
doctor told the boy's father that he'd probably never
walk again. He recommended amputating the boy's legs.
The boy's reaction to this news was so extreme that his
parents refused to agree to amputation.

Ultimately the boy was discharged from the hospital.
However, his legs were completely useless and he was
confined to a wheelchair. The story goes that the boy's
determination to walk again was so great that he asked
his father for a chair to be placed next to his bed, which
the boy used to force himself into a standing position.

He did this every day, with faith in himself that he would
one day walk again unaided. With iron persistence and
resolute determination, he did develop the ability to
stand up, then to walk haltingly, then after years of
effort, to walk by himself and then to run.

In fact, he found running to be easier than walking, and
by the time he was 12 years old, the boy was the
fastest runner in his age group in the state of Kansas.
His legs were constantly in pain, and his mother would
massage his legs to relive them before and after his
races, but nothing would stop him from running.

Then 17 years after the
fire, in February 1934 in
New York City’s Madison
Square Garden, this
young man who was not
expected to survive, who
would surely never walk,
who could never hope to
run – this determined
young man, Dr. Glenn
Cunningham, ran the
world’s fastest mile on
record, a record that
stood for three years.

Just for Fun: Lost Luggage
After his return from Rome, Joe couldn’t find his
luggage in the airport baggage area. He went to the
lost luggage office and told the attendant there that
his bags hadn’t shown up on the luggage carousel.

She smiled and told him
not to worry, and said he
was in good hands…that
they were all trained
experts at finding lost
luggage. “Let me ask you
a few questions,” she
said.

“Yes, please!” said Joe,
feeling encouraged.

“OK,” she said. “First, has
your plane arrived yet?”

Joe decided right then that he might as well write his
luggage off forever.

Why Dying Stars Make Us See Red
The color red is one of the easiest and cheapest colors for
mankind to create using artificial means (as opposed to
crushing berries). The reason for this is because of
something that happens when a star dies.

As a star shrinks, pressure and
temperature rise, creating
reactions that produce heavier
and heavier elements. At some
point, the star becomes too
heavy and falls apart. One of the
elements that causes this heavy
self-destruction is iron. When the
star collapses, its iron then spreads
throughout space, eventually ending up on planets, like
earth. From there, it goes into our paint, giving us red
sports cars and red barns. It even turns our blood red.

Red paint is made from a compound of iron and oxygen
called Fe2O3, which absorbs yellow, green, and blue light,
creating red ochre.

If you were running a race and you passed the person in
2nd place, what place would you be in now?JANUARY QUIZ QUESTION



Want to Win a $10 Coffee Card?
It’s easy to win! Answer the quiz question on page 2. Each month, all
correct entries have a chance of winning a coffee card. Put the word
QUIZ in the subject and email it to: tim@lordrealestategroup.com

Last Month’s Question: When Santa sets off from the North Pole to
deliver presents, which direction does he travel first?

Last Month’s Answer: South

Congratulations to last month’s winner!

FREE Report

5 Things Sellers Do
to Unintentionally Turn

Buyers Off
If you want buyers’ hearts to beat faster
when they see your home, avoid these
five deadly mistakes that discourage
buyers from offering. Text or call me for a
copy of this report.

317-319-9012

A Glut of Family Homes as Boomers Downsize?
Real estate is slated to go through a shift over the next decade as
Boomers transition out of their large family homes and into smaller
homes and condos. This competition for small properties will put
further pressure on affordable housing, driving prices even higher in
some communities.

At the same time, boomers will be freeing up their larger family
homes. The immediate beneficiaries of this market shift will be older
millennials who already own a home and are looking to upsize.

But none of this is happening overnight. Despite the news sounding
the alarm that we'll soon have a "glut" of large family homes on the
market, chances are that many of those homes will be inherited. And
an increasing number of boomer sellers are moving in with their
adult children, or visa versa, rather than into smaller homes and
condos. So, while there will be an affect, it'll likely be location-
specific, affecting communities with large boomer populations more than the general population at large. After all,
all real estate is local.

Paradoxically Speaking…
Paradoxes are situations that seem to make perfect sense when
looked at one way, and perfect sense when looked at another,
opposite way, too. Here are three of my favorite paradox questions:

1. A man builds a wooden boat. Every three months he takes off one
board, replaces it, and sets the old board aside. After a long time
he has replaced every board on the boat. He then assembles the
old boards into a boat. Which boat is the old boat—the one built
of newer boards or the one made of old boards?

2. If God is omnipotent, can God create a
rock that’s too heavy for Him to lift?

3. Is the statement, “There is no truth,”
true or false?

Thank You!
Thank You friends

My business depends on referrals.

Please introduce me to people you care
about.

January 2020 Tim Lord | 317-319-9012
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How Innocent DIY Projects Can Cost You Thousands…
In homes for sale it’s common to find odd or poorly executed DIY projects that were done by owners who wanted
to give it a try. After all, that is one of the joys of home ownership! Unfortunately, a feature that someone
poured their heart into can look unprofessional and even weird to potential buyers. Picture the cork-board wall
that was cool in the 1980’s or the faux volcanic rock backsplash added to a kitchen to give it a rustic look.

Unfortunately, buyers tend to devalue homes they perceive to have a lot of small projects they'll need to
remedy. Even though the projects may be inexpensive to change, the time adds up. Buyers begin thinking they’ll
need to get “a great deal” on the house before taking on those projects. The result is that you’ll get lower
offers—often many thousands below what it would cost to make the fixes yourself.

So before selling, remedy DIY projects that lack universal appeal. That may mean
spending hundreds now...but the payoff could be worth thousands later. Call me a
few months before you plan to sell so we can see what needs to be done to get
your house ready for the market.


